METHOD FOR DETECTING AGING RELATED FAILURES OF PROCESS SENSORS VIA NOISE SIGNAL MEASUREMENT
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Abstract: In this article we examine the methods for detecting and predicting aging related process sensor failures by analyzing the noise of the sensor output signal. The study uses data from non-differential and differential pressure transmitters used in the pressure and water level measurements of the reactor pressure vessels of units 1 and 2 of the Olkiluoto nuclear power plant in Finland. The article contains a review of the current methods for detection of sensor failures.

Additionally, we present a new method for detecting changes in the sensor output signal. The method creates fingerprints of the power spectra of the sensors by using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The changes in these fingerprints together with the measurements of the redundant sensors can be used to detect indications of some of the impending sensor failures. In the experimental study we are able to produce stable fingerprints for both the non-differential and differential pressure transmitters. Also, a potential failure in one of the differential pressure transmitters in Olkiluoto unit 2 is detected by inspecting the fingerprints and analyzing the spectral changes of the transmitter output signal.

1. INTRODUCTION

Process industry has a special interest in the research about component aging. Environmental stress conditions such as temperature, humidity, vibration and radiation cause premature failures in the equipment. In order to guarantee the safe and uninterrupted operation there is a need to robustly estimate when the degradation of the components begins to cause problems.

The main topic of this study is monitoring of the sensor condition based on the noise signal of the sensor itself. We want to predict when and where the failures are likely to occur to help direct the maintenance efforts. Effective maintenance has a positive impact on the plant’s utility, especially in the economic sense. Both theoretical and practical issues are taken into account in the operability assessment.

In practice the study focuses on the pressure and differential pressure transmitters for pressure and water level measurement of the pressure vessels in two Finnish nuclear power plants (NPP) in Olkiluoto. We examine and develop methods for inferring the aging related degradation and the expected remaining lifetime of the components via noise analysis. Our final goal is a development of a protocol to enable predictive detection of the sensor failures.

Our methods are based on the examination of the spectra of the sensor output signal. The spectral features and the changes in them are analyzed. The sensors are part of critical monitoring system. Each variable is measured by four redundant transmitters. If two of the four redundant transmitters end up being inoperative at the same time, the plant may have to be shut down. Corrective actions are mandated after even a failure of a single transmitter.
This work consists of both a literature review and experimental study. The paper is structured as follows: We start by presenting the theoretical physical basis for measurement of the water level inside a boiling water reactor pressure vessel. We also briefly discuss the general factors of component aging. Next, we review the literature for related work in methods for sensor failure detection and prediction. Then we present a method for detecting changes and abnormalities in the sensor spectra and go through the details of the realization, experiments and verification of the new method. Finally, after the results of the experiments have been presented the paper concludes with discussion and conclusions. Previous publications from this project include a master’s thesis [1]. Also, a part of this work has previously been published as a conference paper [2].

2. PHYSICAL BACKGROUND

In a nuclear power plant, the reactor water level is one of the most important process parameters to be measured reliably and accurately. Technology does provide many possibilities for the realization of this measurement, but only few methods work well in the harsh nuclear reactor environment. In most cases, the extreme radiation conditions limit the choices to the utilization of the principle of connected vessels. The vessel to be monitored for its water level is fitted with sensing lines. These pipes connect the vessel to external sensors which measure the pressure difference between the lines. If the lower line is connected to the vessel below the normal water level (i.e. to the water volume) and the upper line above the normal level (i.e. to the steam volume), the measured pressure difference between the lines arises from the water residing between the line connection points. The arrangement gives also a high degree of flexibility to the installation of the sensor to a more suitable location. The arrangement of the sensing lines and the differential pressure transmitters at Olkiluoto NPP units 1 and 2 is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The actual relation between the measured differential pressure and the water level is not linear. For accurate water level measurement results, the measured values have to be compensated for the non-linearity of the density of water. The water density is dependent both on the measurement temperature and the absolute pressure inside the vessel (and the measurement system).

3. COMPONENT AGING

The components in a nuclear power plant need to be reliable and sustainable. Both mechanical and electrical components need attention. It is important to eliminate disturbances and to ensure safe and secure operation.

The components in Olkiluoto nuclear power plant have a comprehensive fixed-term program where the most important functions are tested regularly. In an important role are the systems, equipment and their components monitoring, follow-up of statistical events, checking, testing and the necessary maintenance actions.

It is essential to anticipate possible events. When potential problems and needs for changes are detected in advance, there is enough time to plan and carry out corrective actions without any safety risks or breaks in production.

Condition Based Monitoring (CBM) is an approach used to try to resolve problems in this area. To estimate and predict the Remaining Useful Lifetime (RUL) helps in planning the optimal cycle in various component replacement programs.

One option is to use life-time testing. In accelerated life-time tests component sustainability and lifetime is tested in certain controlled conditions. In the testing environment different circumstances are produced. Temperature and humidity (causing possible condensing) are produced and varied, mechanical or electrical stress are generated. The electrical stress can be due to overload, too high voltage or electrostatic discharge.

A common model in estimation of component lifetime is bathtub curve [3], where the timeline is divided into three sections, see Fig. 2. Most errors occur in the first and the last sections, and least in the middle one, which is the longest time period in this division. The manufacturing errors and deviations are the main reason for the malfunctions
of new components in the first section, while the aging effects are the main reason with the old components in the last section. Also, Weibull distribution [4,5] is used in the estimation of component lifetime.

**Figure 2 – Bathtub curve is often used as a general model for component aging. The decreasing early failure risk (dotted red curve), the increasing wear-out risk (dotted yellow curve) and a random constant risk (green continuous line) are combined into a bathtub shaped risk function (blue continuous curve) [6]**

Stress causing aging in nuclear power plants can be due to several sources, e.g. electrical aging, diffusion, dispersal streams, thermal aging causing fragility, mechanical aging, oxidation, humidity, radiation, whiskers and surroundings including humidity, impurity, dust, oil, etc. Mostly the aging is a result of combinations of several mechanisms such as thermal aging, electrical strain and effects, and mechanical stress [7].

Component production, transport and appliance environment are all factors in aging [8]. Tremor and abrupt mechanical shocks are typical causes in transport. Environmental causes are such as high and low temperatures as well as sudden temperature variations, humidity, chemical exposure, radiation, pressure changes, mechanical and biological impurities such as dust and microbes.

In electrical components varying temperatures cause joint fatiguing [9]. High temperatures may lead to chemical reactions inside the circuits and cause variations in electrical parameters. Humidity and impurities on the surfaces may lead to short circuit problems. Corrosion may be e.g. due to salt. Corrosion may also lead to current leakage between the cables, increase in contact resistance or crumble in materials. The radiation may cause functional problems in semiconductor materials.

The electrical stress in components may lead to big increase in current, and some particles may be destroyed by evaporating [10]. A continuous high electrical current may change the component parameters. Electrical current also produce magnetic field, which can disturb functionality of other equipment.

At Olkiluoto NPP the differential and non-differential pressure transmitters are located outside the reactor containment and are subject to conditions of a regular air conditioning as depicted in Fig. 1. Also, extremely rigorous control of water purity is practiced. Therefore, some of the aging factors described in this chapter are mitigated. Still it is extremely important to monitor these components and try to estimate the useful lifetime and replacement cycle.

### 4. REVIEW OF METHODS FOR SENSOR FAILURE DETECTION

Two primary modes of the aging related failures for pressure sensors are the changes in the calibration of the sensors and in the response time of the sensors [11]. Degradation in either of these properties can be an indication of an impending total failure of the sensor. Generally, the changes in the sensor response time can be observed from the spectrum of the noise of the sensor signal. On the other hand, the shifts in the sensor calibration do not necessarily generate corresponding changes in the sensor spectrum [11].

In empirical studies various causes have been linked with sensor failures. Two thirds of the observed sensor failures are related to the problems in sensor electronics [11]. The exposure of the electrical components to higher temperatures, humidity and radiation causes abnormal aging which manifests itself mainly as the shifts in the sensor calibration. The degradation of the electrical components does not usually affect the sensor response time - except in the cases where there is drift in the damping resistors of the sensor. The mechanical problems account for the remaining third of the observed sensor failures. These can affect both the sensor response time and calibration - depending on the type of the problem [11].

A few methods have been developed for automatic real-time detection of the sensor failures. The simplest method for detecting abnormal sensor readings is to compare data from multiple redundant sensors and look for anomalies. This is called physical redundancy. A more comprehensive method is to consider data from multiple sensors and actuators from the different parts of the process. If other process variables remain inside their normal limits, then the abnormal sensor readings caused by sensor failures can be detected. This is commonly called the analytical redundancy and it has the advantage of being able to detect sensor failures even when there are not enough physically redundant sensors present. There are two main
approaches for exploiting analytical redundancy. First is to build a parameterized model of the process [12]. In complex systems such as NPPs this can become prohibitively expensive. The other approach is to use data driven methods such as artificial neural networks [13], auto-associative kernel regression [14], PCA [15], support vector machines [16] or Bayesian networks [17].

The methods for detecting sensor failures via signal noise analysis all depend on the observation that - assuming the general whiteness of the input noise - the power density spectrum (PSD) of the sensor output noise corresponds to the frequency domain transfer function of the sensor [18]. The transfer function describes the relationship of the sensor's input signal to its output signal. All the anomalies affecting the sensor response time are therefore visible in the frequency domain transfer function and hence in the PSD.

The PSD is the discrete-time Fourier transform of the autocorrelation sequence $\phi_{XX}$ of a wide-sense stationary (WSS) random signal $X[n]$ [19].

$$\begin{align} S_{XX}(\omega) &= \sum_{j=-\infty}^{\infty} \phi_{XX}[j] e^{-j\omega j}, \end{align}$$

where $|\omega|<\pi$.

The autocorrelation function of a WSS signal satisfies a following symmetry property:

$$\begin{align} \phi_{XX}[l^*] &= \phi_{XX}[l], \end{align}$$

where $\phi_{XX}^*$ denotes the complex conjugate. By using this symmetry property, it can be shown that the PSD is a real-valued function of $\omega$ [19].

Ortiz-Villafuerte et al. have developed a PSD analysis-based method for the real-time detection of failures of the sensors and other equipment [20]. The method has been tested empirically at the Laguna Verde NPP. The method is based on storing vectors of PSD values sampled at specific frequencies. These vectors are called patterns. A set reference patterns is stored for each sensor during the training phase. Each sensor has one reference pattern for each operational state of the plant.

The patterns are not static, however. They evolve continuously over time based on the difference of the values of the observed sensor reading and the stored pattern. Anomalies are detected when a sensor exhibits a PSD pattern which differs too much from the reference pattern stored for the current operational state.

In addition to the diagnostics of the sensor condition the PSD of the sensor output signal can be used to detect problems in the pressure sensor sensing lines. The leaks, blockages and voids in the sensing lines all affect the PSD of the pressure sensor output signal [21]. By fitting the observed PSD to an analytical model of the given type of sensor it is possible to distinguish between different sensing line problems and different types of sensor failures [21]. Creating adequate analytical models for given sensor type however requires extensive knowledge of the internal structure of the sensor in question. It is also possible to estimate the response time of the pressure sensors via noise analysis methods [22].

5. METHODOLOGY

Generally, the occurrence of failures of pressure sensors in NPPs is very rare and the time between the successive failures in a single NPP might be years [11]. In Olkiluoto the last failure of a differential pressure transmitter of the reactor tank monitoring system happened in 2013. On the other hand, high frequency signal data are stored generally only for few weeks. Therefore, no high frequency data from known failing sensors are currently available. As such supervised methods for classification between good and failing sensors cannot be implemented. On the other hand, no continuous on-line monitoring system for quality of signal noise is currently implemented.

In this context our aim is to develop a method for detection of abnormalities and changes indicative of imminent sensor failure in the PSD of the sensor channel signal. The method should be possible to implement by performing few regular high frequency signal noise measurements during each fuel cycle of the plant.

Our approach is to improve the failure detection accuracy by concentrating on the most strongly differing frequencies. These frequencies are found by using PCA as a dimensionality reduction method on the data consisting of the PSDs of redundant sensors at different points in time.

PCA also provides a two-dimensional visualization of data in which the relative differences between samples can be estimated. This is especially useful in the early years of acquisition of signal noise data when there are not yet enough data points for statistical analysis.

Later, when more data are acquired, PCA transformed data can be used as a basis for automated clustering approach to anomaly detection and finally to classification between good and failing sensors.

PCA transform is an unsupervised method which is used to find principal components – the directions of the largest variance - in the original dataset [23].

The transformation matrix of the PCA, $W$ can be calculated by using covariance matrix.
Another problem is the linearity of the PCA transformation. Non-linear similarities and differences between the PSD samples are not preserved in the fingerprints.

6. REALIZATION AND EXPERIMENTS

The power spectral densities are calculated using the method presented by Welch [24]. In this method the signal is divided into smaller segments. The segments are filtered with some suitable window function to avoid the distortion caused by the limited length of the segments. A periodogram is calculated for each segment via discrete Fourier transform and the final PSD is formed as the mean of these periodograms.

The implementation used in this project is the pWelch-function in the Matlab Signal Processing Toolbox [25] and the window function is the Matlab implementation of a four-term Blackman-Harris window. The segment length is 2048 samples and the overlap between segments is 1945 samples.

Principal components are calculated with the pca-function in the Matlab Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox [25]. The contributions of the different frequencies to the principal components are calculated as the absolute values of the component coefficient matrix produced by the pca-function.

We examine four different types of sensors. Two of these types are differential pressure transmitters used to measure water level in the reactor tank. The types differ by range of measurement due to the vertical location of the nozzles of the sensing lines in the tank as depicted in Fig. 1. Also there are two types of non-differential pressure transmitters used to measure the steam pressure in the tank. These also differ by their sensitivity which is based on the sensor itself.

We examine the PSD samples of the sensors of both units Olkiluoto 1 and Olkiluoto 2 together, as the internal structure of both units is similar, except for few minor differences.

The measurements of the sensor signals are taken at the following dates: 26th May 2015, 11th November 2015, 29th February 2016 and 6th February 2018. Each measurement is taken during the normal operation of the plant. The May 2015 samples are taken only from sensors of Olkiluoto 1. Samples taken at the other three dates include measurements from the sensors of both units. The measurements of the fourth sensor of Olkiluoto 2 are however missing from November 2015 samples due to technical difficulties in the data collection system. The different samples are listed in the Table 1.
Table 1. Listing of sensor numbers and dates of the samples used in the experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Sensors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26th May 2015</td>
<td>1, 2, 3 and 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th November 2015</td>
<td>1, 2, 3 and 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29th February 2016</td>
<td>1, 2, 3 and 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th February 2018</td>
<td>1, 2, 3 and 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The original sampling frequency of the data is 100Hz. The frequencies below 0.5Hz and above 45Hz are discarded to avoid unwanted noise from the actual process and from the electric power grid respectively.

Altogether, there are 27 PSD samples used in the analysis for each type of sensor. From each sample the value of the PSD is picked at 130 unique frequencies sampled approximately logarithmically. The total input dataset of the PCA is then a $27 \times 130$ matrix.

7. VERIFICATION

Due to the scarcity of the available data a rigorous quantitative estimation of the efficiency of the proposed method is not possible. However, it is possible to evaluate the fingerprinting properties of the PCA method by examining how the different samples of the same sensor cluster together. We compare the clustering properties of PCA transformed samples versus samples obtained by logarithmically sampling frequencies from a PSD graph.

The comparison is performed using k-means clustering [23], which partitions the dataset into $k$ clusters with each sample belonging to the cluster with the nearest mean. The algorithm works in two-step iterations by first updating the cluster means and then the members of the clusters.

After clustering we calculate the number of clusters to which the samples from single sensor belong to. The average of these values over all the sensors is used to measure the efficiency of the fingerprinting. For ideal fingerprinting of the sensors all the samples from the same sensor would cluster together in the same cluster.

The k-means clustering is performed using the Matlab implementation [25], which employs k-means++ algorithm [26]. K-means++ uses a proportional randomization in each iteration for improved running time and quality of results [26].

The number of clusters $k$ is set to 8 which is the number of different sensors in the dataset. The distance measure used is the squared Euclidean distance. As k-means++ is a random algorithm which converges to some local optima each clustering is repeated 5000 times to correct for random errors.

8. RESULTS

8.1 DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SENSORS

The experiments for both differential and non-differential pressure transmitters show the PCA transformed samples from the same transmitter mostly clustering together. This supports the hypothesis that the PCA transform can be used to create a stable fingerprint for each sensor. However, there is overlap between the samples from the different sensors. The sensors cannot be uniquely identified by the PCA fingerprinting.

Moreover, the experiments show many of the matching sensors from the different units clustering together in the PCA space. The same can also be observed for the sensors of the same model. These observations suggest that the structure and the placement of the sensing lines and also the sensor’s internal properties are visible in the sensor spectrum.

The PCA transformed fingerprints for the differential pressure transmitters of the high sensitivity water level measurement are presented in the Fig. 3. The figure shows the different samples of the same sensors mostly clustering together. However, the fingerprints of the both samples of the sensor OL2-4 are distinctly different from each other and from all the other fingerprints.

The first two dimensions of the PCA transformed samples of the high sensitivity water level measurement.

An example of the sensor spectra of the differential pressure transmitters is presented in the Fig. 4. These samples are from the transmitters of the high sensitivity water level measurement at Olkiluoto 2 unit from February 2018. The sample for transmitter OL2-4 has some unusual characteristics. The typical peak or shoulder just above 1Hz frequency is much weaker in this sample. This
weakened shoulder is a symptom of a slowing down of the transmitter response speed [18, 27]. The other unusual property of the spectrum of the OL2-4 sample is that the peaks in the 5Hz-10Hz area are more pronounced and have moved towards lower frequencies.

Fig. 5 shows how the various frequencies contribute to the two principal components of the PCA transformed samples of the high sensitivity water level transmitters. These two main components are mainly composed of the above-mentioned peaks in the 1Hz and the 5Hz-10Hz areas of the spectra. The main linear anomalies in the sample space are successfully captured by the PCA method.

![Figure 4 – PSDs of the samples of the high sensitivity water level measurement of unit Olkiluoto 2 from 6th February 2018. The sample OL2-4 has a weaker shoulder in the area above 1Hz and more pronounced peaks in 5Hz-10Hz area compared to other samples.](image)

![Figure 5 – The composition by the original frequencies of the two principal components of the PCA transformed samples of the high sensitivity water level measurement.](image)

The results of the transmitters of the low sensitivity water level measurement are relatively similar to the results of the transmitters of the high sensitivity water level measurement described above, including the anomalous fingerprints of the both measurements of the sensor OL2-4. Also, the composition of the two principal components is very similar in terms of the contributing frequencies. Further the PSD of the OL2-4 low sensitivity sensor exhibits similar lowering of the magnitude in the 1Hz range and the heightening and movement towards the lower frequencies of the resonance peaks in the 5Hz-10Hz range as the PSD of the corresponding high sensitivity sensor. However, in the low sensitivity sensor these anomalies are less pronounced.

There are only two samples available for the OL2-4 sensors. Therefore, it is unclear if the anomalies observed are results of random fluctuations or if they indicate real changes in the performance of the sensors or the sensing lines. Moreover, the transmitter of the high sensitivity measurement in question is not the original one. The current device was installed in 2001 and is not of the same model as any of its siblings in either Olkiluoto unit. In the PCA fingerprints of the rest of the samples there is no indication of notable spectral changes.

Based on the literature the observed anomalies - lessening of the PSD magnitude around 1Hz-3Hz range and the resonance peaks in the 5Hz-10Hz range growing more pronounced and moving towards lower frequencies - might indicate voids in the sensing lines or possibly even a blockage of the sensing line [21]. On the other hand, the anomalies might be due to the changes in the internal structure of one of the sensors. Moreover, there is a documented phenomenon when two sensors of different compliance share a sensing line [11]. In the water level measurement setup of Olkiluoto 1 and 2 units the high and low sensitivity transmitters share the sensing line in the low-pressure side as depicted in Fig. 1.

**8.2 NON-DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SENSORS**

The PCA transformed fingerprints for the non-differential pressure transmitters of the high sensitivity reactor pressure measurement are presented in the Fig. 6. The fingerprints of the samples from the same transmitters mostly cluster together. However, the second PCA dimension is dominated by the differences of the PSDs of the samples of reactor OL2 from November 2015. All three samples from that time show similar deviation compared to all the other high sensitivity pressure
measurement samples.

Figure 6 – The first two dimensions of the PCA transformed samples of the high sensitivity reactor pressure measurement.

The composition of the two principal components presented in Fig. 7 show that the second primary component consist mainly of values in low frequencies around 1 Hz. It is possible that these differences are due to irregularities in the measurement process. On the other hand, they might also be due to specific properties of the signal noise in a certain phase of the fuel cycle.

Figure 7 – The composition by the original frequencies of the two principal components of the PCA transformed samples of the high sensitivity reactor pressure measurement.

The first principal component of the high sensitivity pressure measurement is very strong containing 75% of all the variance. As can be seen from Fig. 7 it consists of a wide spectrum of high frequencies. An example of the PSDs of the high sensitivity reactor pressure measurement sensors is presented in Fig. 8. These samples are from Olkiluoto 1 on February 2018. The PSD of OL1-3 sensor shows strong constant noise in the higher frequencies. Similar noise is also present in the PSDs of the OL2-3 high sensitivity pressure transmitter but not on any other sensor. The PCA fingerprints of the sensors OL1-3 and OL2-3 are clustered together and show relatively little change over time. The anomaly in their PSDs is then probably a feature of the structure of the sensing lines or some other external component which is common to these two sensors.

Figure 8 – PSDs of the samples of the high sensitivity reactor pressure measurement of unit Olkiluoto 1 from 6th February 2018. The sample OL1-3 exhibits strong wide spectrum high frequency noise.

8.3 CLUSTERING PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

The clustering performance comparison shows that in low dimensions the PCA transformed samples of the PSDs of differential pressure sensors are generally distributed to fewer clusters compared to simply picking frequencies logarithmically from the PSD. An example comparison for high sensitivity differential pressure transmitters is given in Fig. 9. In the figure are shown the mean number of clusters for each transmitter and the number of principal components or logarithmically picked frequencies used in the clustering.

The clustering performance for non-differential pressure sensors however is more mixed, with PCA transformed samples not having better clustering performance than logarithmically sampled PSDs. Moreover, the analysis of the clustering performance suggest that the optimal clustering performance would be achieved by using three or more principal components.
The PCA fingerprint method has proven its usability already based on the initial data of first three years. The method gives distinct signatures for the different measurement channels. These signatures carry distinguishable information about each channel, as the channels are not identical. The lines do have small differences, e.g. in the sensing line geometry, and/or in the sensing equipment. The operator of the NPP needs only to gather identical data sets, e.g. annually, and rerun the analysis. The signatures are also reasonably stable over time - especially in differential pressure sensors. If the signatures have changed or drifted, something in the sensing system has changed. If the hardware of the channel was not altered or modified, the changes may be due to changes in sensor properties (e.g. a fault, aging, drifting, etc.).

In practice, the full utilization of the method requires gathering recurrent data and comparing the results over time, both internally (detecting changes over time in data for one sensor channel) and externally (comparing results with traditional maintenance experience on drifting, aging and faults). While the continual use of the PCA method does provide useful indicative data, it does not replace the traditional maintenance experience or activities. Yet, the PCA method can supplement the practical experience with indications on the future. If a sensor channel's PCA signature is seen to start drifting and/or changing over time, the sensor may soon be due to replacement or the sensing lines do have other problems emerging soon.

A few possible challenges in the application of the PCA method have been identified. First the clustering performance estimation suggests that for optimal clustering performance the method should use three or more principal components. Second the fingerprints of the non-differential pressure transmitters still exhibit some clustering based on sampling time rather than the sensor identity. This might be due to problems in the measurement or differing operational conditions in the during the plant fuel cycle. More samples over multiple fuel cycles are still needed to evaluate the effectiveness of the method on these transmitters. Also, the method does not appear to be robust against skewed samples and might benefit of strict preselection and discarding unsuitable measurements before the proper analysis.

The PCA method is only a step in a larger process. the goal of this process is to detect and predict faults related to sensor aging. The current focus of this research is to gather measurement data until one or more actual sensor failures are observed. Then it will be possible to examine how the changes in the failing sensor show in the properties of the PCA fingerprint and how the time of impending failures might be estimated based on the speed of changes in the fingerprint. As the sensor failures are relatively infrequent in nuclear power plants it might take years before the next failure of the sensors observed in this project takes place.

Our fingerprinting approach can also be applied to other sensor types. The requirement is that the sensor input data contains enough white noise so that the differences in the sensor transfer function could be visible in the sensor output spectrum. Another interesting focus for this research would be to investigate which other types of sensors at Olkiluoto might benefit from the application of this method.

Part of this work has been previously published on a conference paper [2]. Compared to the conference paper this work contains new results based on larger and more comprehensive data set. With these new data the PCA method produces better results for non-differential pressure sensors. The results for these sensors having previously been inconclusive. For differential pressure sensors the previous results are validated. Also, the new data offer more insight to the anomalous fingerprints of the OL2-4 water level sensors. Additionally, this work contains deeper discussion on general factors for component aging and future directions of the project.

10. CONCLUSION

We present a method for detecting indications of impending process sensor failures by creating...
fingerprints of the samples of the sensor spectra. The fingerprints are generated by using the PCA transform on the PSD samples of the sensor output signal to concentrate on the strongest linear differences between different samples. The linear anomalies of the sensor output signal visible in the sensor spectra would also be visible as changes in these fingerprints.

We are able to create stable fingerprints for the spectral samples for both the differential and non-differential pressure transmitters used in the Olkiluoto nuclear power plant units 1 and 2.

By analyzing these fingerprints one pair of differential pressure transmitters exhibiting anomalous PSDs at Olkiluoto 2 is detected. The properties of these anomalous PSDs might indicate a potential failure in one of the sensors.

However, the application of the method to the proper fault recognition still needs data over longer time period and from actual failed sensors.
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